ACTION LAB EVALUATION

Dr. Harvey Alvy
Lincoln for Today: Leadership Practices
for School Success
Respondents = 6
Very
Low

Low

Moderate

Very
High

High

1. Rate the application and relevance of this to
your daily efforts to improve student learning

4.83

2. Rate the usefulness of the Action Lab………

4.83

3. Rate the preparation and knowledge of the
presenter……………………………………………………

4. Rate the presenter’s response to needs of the
audience……………………………………………………

5.00
+ Outstanding
Wow!
4.83
a master

5. Rate the skills with which the topic was
presented………………………………………………….

4.83

Overall comments:


Thanks! Great job…



This was a beautiful experience! Harvey Alvy is energetic, enthusiastic, graceful, wise.
The pacing was outstanding was outstanding, too!



Amazing Action Lab! My thinking has changed; my leadership will be impacted!



Harvey is awesome! Loved the discussion and the application to my role.

ACTION LAB EVALUATION

Dr. Tammy Campbell
Closing the Achievement Gap
through Powerful Pedagogy
Very
Low

Low

Moderate

High

Very
High

1. Rate the application and relevance of this to
your daily efforts to improve student learning

4.80

2. Rate the usefulness of the Action Lab………

4.75

3. Rate the preparation and knowledge of the
presenter……………………………………………………

5.00

4. Rate the presenter’s response to needs of the
audience……………………………………………………

4.85

5. Rate the skills with which the topic was
presented………………………………………………….

4.95

Overall comments:












The conversations at the tables were very beneficial for all. The content was very
thought-provoking, inspiring and applicable to the work I am doing.
Very effective instruction and modeling of the strategies.
Very good!
Tammy’s passion, expertise, and desire to improve our education system is always
inspiring.
Excellent presentation and lab. Really challenged my thinking and pushed me out of
my comfort zone. Very helpful in shaping PD for leadership. Outstanding!
Excellent action lab. Thank you very much!
Excellent presentation.
Thank you for the fantastic session! You are an amazing and truly inspiring presenter!
I appreciate the opportunity to learn from what you have to offer.
Great job – thanks for the great ideas. Communication and passion were great.
Thank you for being here!
Wow! I learned so much about how a skillful presenter should/could facilitate. I also
loved the modeling and activities related to cultural competency.

ACTION LAB EVALUATION

Pete Hall
Teacher Evaluations that Make Sense:
Addressing Quality Control, Professional
Growth, and Performance Concerns
Respondents = 10
Very
Low

Low

Moderate

High

Very
High

1. Rate the application and relevance of this to
your daily efforts to improve student learning

5.0

2. Rate the usefulness of the Action Lab

4.8

3. Rate the preparation and knowledge of the presenter

5.0

4. Rate the presenter’s response to needs of the audience

4.9

5. Rate the skills with which the topic was presented.

4.9

Overall comments:












Excellent as usual! Lots of excellent information regarding differentiated feedback.
Very well presented and engaged the audience to make it interesting.
Fantastic! I have been an administrator for 3 years, going on 4. This has given me tools that
will drastically, positively impact my ability to do my job. Thank you!
Thank yo for creating an environment where everybody has a chance to learn and grow. Even
as a classroom teacher, I have many take-aways and more insight into what I should be
expecting from the leadership in my building when it comes to feedback and helping to
improve in my work with learners.
Very helpful – lots of learning. Great energy and involvement.
Excellent prep; very practical and grounded in strong beliefs and culture. Please keep bringing
Pete back!!
The workshop was very informative and relevant to my current practice. I am eager to go back
to my building to implement some of the strategies.
Pete was an amazing presenter who thoughtfully responded to the needs of participants. I
appreciated his wealth of knowledge based on research and experience.
Great job bringing parts (walk-thru, rounds, formal obs, new eval tool) together to focus on
improvement and adult learning.
Pete was both motivational and inspirational. I appreciate the clear structure of his
presentation and his down-to-earth personality. His dedication to education and teacher
improvement was obvious and well communicated. I took away a myriad of strategies that I
will be able to employ in my daily interactions with staff members beginning on Monday.
Thank you!

ACTION LAB EVALUATION

Dr. Elham Kazemi
Advancing Elementary Students’ Computational
Fluency through Ambitious Teaching Practices
Respondents = 6
Very
Low

Low

Moderate

High

Very
High

1. Rate the application and relevance of this to
your daily efforts to improve student learning

4.8

2. Rate the usefulness of the Action Lab………

4.8

3. Rate the preparation and knowledge of the
presenter……………………………………………………

4.8

4. Rate the presenter’s response to needs of the
audience……………………………………………………

4.8

5. Rate the skills with which the topic was
presented………………………………………………….

4.8

Overall comments:







Very good! I appreciate allowing us time to work… and the video clips. Learning by
doing is helpful.
Really fabulous! Lots of strategies broken down, turned inside out, etc. Thanks for
your clear presentation and patience.
Excellent action lab! I have been working on math talk and learned a lot today that will
move it forward. I also appreciated the work we did on True/False problems and
problem-solving. I will be able to use these strategies right away. Thanks for a great
day!
Always great to hear what Elham has to offer.
She did a great job!
o

ACTION LAB EVALUATION

Dr. Sharon Kramer
Common Formative Assessments:
The Key to Student Learning
Respondents = 13
Very
Low

Low

Moderate

High

Very
High

1. Rate the application and relevance of this to
your daily efforts to improve student learning

4.9

2. Rate the usefulness of the Action Lab………

4.9

3. Rate the preparation and knowledge of the
presenter……………………………………………………

5.0

4. Rate the presenter’s response to needs of the
audience……………………………………………………

4.9

5. Rate the skills with which the topic was
presented………………………………………………….

4.9

Overall comments:
 Thanks for the pace. It was on track!
 While much of this was not new for us, hearing the way Sharon framed this really helped me
solidify.
 Thank you for your masterful facilitation, including carefully handling a profoundly insensitive
principal attendee.
 Sharon is an amazing facilitator. She is highly knowledgeable, hears the needs of the
participants and really exudes a passion to keep students at the forefront. Maybe have a
parking lot to address tangents.
 You confirmed so many of the things we are doing in the building I work in, while sharing new
and relevant information as well. Thank you!
 Thank you, Sharon. Even though we’ve done some of this work, it was affirming and helped us
look ahead. Would love to sit with you and learn together. Marie Verhaar, Federal Way
 This was my second 1-day Sharon Kramer workshop on formative assessment. It was terrific! I
would do it again because each time I have walked away with useful tools to share with my
teachers. Thank you!
 Excellent workshop – Very practical, relevant and informative. Presenter was outstanding!
 Outstanding! Tons of information – so helpful – exciting – clear – ready to use! I am so eager to
get right to work on this information.
 Loved this session! Very useful to my practice as an instructional coach.
 Thank you! You helped us confirm so much of what we are already doing as good instructional
practices!! But we were also able to walk away with new strategies and ideas for our own PLC!
 Great – hope to emphasize the end more section of presentation. I am with the reason why a
lot.

ACTION LAB EVALUATION

Dr. Flint Simonsen
Behavioral Success for All Students through
Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS):
Addressing Challenging Behaviors
Respondents = 16
Very
Low

Low

Moderate

High

Very
High

1. Rate the application and relevance of this to
your daily efforts to improve student learning

4.9

2. Rate the usefulness of the Action Lab

4.9

3. Rate the preparation and knowledge of the presenter

5.0

4. Rate the presenter’s response to needs of the audience

4.9

5. Rate the skills with which the topic was presented

5.0

Overall comments:















Very informative and knowledgeable
The best! Loved it! Wow! Tons of great information and resources provided. Thank you, Flint!
Fantastic presenter. Thank you. Relevant information, organized, engaging. Excellent pacing.
Thank you for a meaningful and engaging day!
Great presentation! Useful material! Can’t wait to peruse and steal from the PBIS website.
Good stuff!
Would have liked to spend more time with specifics on the 2 nd and 3rd tier behaviors. Thanks
for all the website information.
Excellent presentation. Great information… Excited to try/share with staff.
Thanks so much! Great information – very valuable.
Wow! What great information.
o + The connection between Health and Fitness to behavior reinforced my understanding
of PBIS.
o + Your response to my questions were thoughtfully and clearly answered. Thank you!
o + Absolutely powerful presentation of intrinsic/extrinsic  artificial/natural
reinforcement.
Great information. I am excited to hopefully get this started at our school. Thanks for a great
presentation.
I appreciate the time to talk, ask questions, get examples and resources. Thank you.
Great presentation! Was fun and very knowledgeable, but also personable. The time flew.

